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Tech trends influencing how we will
work, what will shape our culture, and
how we'll play.
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Watch Closely

Informs Strategy

Digital Fashion
2
Digital fashion is
booming, with the market
for gaming avatar skins
alone expected to hit $50
billion in 2022. Virtual
apparel is expected
to give rise to digital
wardrobes, generate
valuable user data, and
provide a potential—
though not guaranteed—
sustainability solution for
the notoriously pollutive
fashion industry.
KEY INSIGHT

Virtual wardrobes will allow users to customize
and organize digital garments for use in augmented reality environments, and to track and manage
their physical clothing.

Each trend offers six important insights.

EXAMPLES

3

In 2021, Dolce & Gabbana launched a
collection of fashion NFTs alongside
physical garments, which together sold
for a record-breaking $5.7 million worth
of Ether cryptocurrency. One of the purchasers was Red DAO, a collective investment entity focused exclusively on digital
fashion. Non fungible token technology
allows for digital fashion like D&G’s
virtual pieces to be collected, but individual users may only be able to clothe
an individual avatar in virtual digital
garments in a single online platform or
gaming environment, limiting use across
various multiple digital spaces in the
metaverse. Startup Digitalax is tackling
that issue, developing an interoperable
platform for digital fashion. High fashion houses from Gucci to Louis Vuitton
have partnered with gaming platforms
including Roblox and League of Legends,
and online fast fashion retailers such as
Shein are gamifying the apparel retail
experience, a concept that could be well
suited to digital fashion.

DISRUPTIVE IMPACT

4

Physical garments may soon come with
virtual counterparts, allowing users to
catalog and manage their wardrobes
digitally, and hang on to a version of a
garment even after the physical piece
degrades. The ability to express oneself
freely in the metaverse through virtual
styles may encourage more sustainable
shopping habits when it comes to physical apparel. In time, as smart glasses
become commonplace, users may even
be able to virtually showcase their digital
looks on their bodies instead of just on
an avatar. Imagine a future in which you
select a simple sustainable garment or
“canvas” from your physical closet, but
select a virtual outfit to project on top of
it, one that is visible to anyone wearing
compatible smart glasses. Digital fashion
houses like The Fabricant, Replicant, and
RTFKT are looking to satisfy growing demand for unique, dynamic virtual looks,
which will eventually be de rigueur in
social, gaming, and work environments
in the metaverse.

EMERGING PLAYERS

• Carlings
• Dapper Labs
• Digitalax
• Dolce & Gabbana
• DressX
• The Dematerialised
• The Fabricant
• Gucci
• Happy99
• Red DAO
• Replicant
• RTFKT
• Tribute
• UNXD

3. Examples

5. Emerging Players

6. Action Scale

We track longitudinal tech and science trends. This measurement indicates how long we have followed
the trend and its progression.

Real-world use cases, some of
which should be familiar to you.

Individuals, research teams, startups, and other organizations operating in this space. Mature organizations are included when they are
producing new contributions.

FTI’s analysis of what action your
organization should take.
Fields include:

Concise description of this trend
that can be easily understood and
repeated to others.

3
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1. Years on the List

2. Key Insight

The implications of this trend on
your business, government, or
society.

5

• Auroboros

260

4. Disruptive Impact

Act Now

1

For nearly two decades, the Future Today Institute has meticulously researched macro forces of change and the emerging trends that result. Our
focus: understanding how these forces and trends will shape our futures. Our
15th annual Tech Trends Report identifies new opportunities for growth and
potential collaborations in and adjacent to your business. We also highlight
emerging or atypical threats across most industries, including all levels of
government. For those in creative fields, you will find a wealth of new ideas
that will spark your imagination.
Our framework organizes nearly 600 trends into 13 clear categories, which
are being published as separate reports. Each report includes specific use
cases and recommendations for key roles in many organizations: strategy,
innovation, R&D, and risk.

06

 Watch Closely
Mounting evidence and data,
but more maturity is needed. Use
this trend to inform your vision,
planning, and research.

 Informs Strategy
Strong evidence and data. Longer-term uncertainties remain.
This trend should inform your
strategic planning.

 Act Now
Ample evidence and data. This
trend is already mature and
requires action.

© 2022 Future Today Institute
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Scenarios Describe
Plausible Outcomes
You will find scenarios imagining future worlds as trends evolve
and converge. Scenarios offer a fresh perspective on trends and
often challenge your deeply held beliefs. They prompt you to
consider high-impact, high-uncertainty situations using signals
available today.
1. Headline
A short description offering you a glimpse into future changes.
2. Temporal and Emotive Tags
A label explaining both when in the future this scenario is set and
whether it is optimistic, neutral, pessimistic, or catastrophic.
3. Narrative
The descriptive elements of our imagined world, including the
developments leading us to this point in our future history.
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SCENARIO

Hyperlocal Communities • Far-future neutral scenario

Hyperlocal Communities
A rapidly mutating environment has
reshaped the world: Rising sea levels
crept inland, acidification and plastic
waste choked the oceans, and heat waves
and fires wiped out biotas and razed
rainforests. The destruction redistributed
the human population across the
remaining habitable landmass. As a result,
research scientists, technologists, and
urban planners created a new model for
living: hyperlocal communities.
Designed to meet the demands and
limitations of the new environment,
these self-contained communities are
entirely self-sufficient. Every need is
drawn locally—vertical farms grow crops,
biofoundries synthesize medicine, and 3D
printers churn out construction materials,
clothing, and other goods. There is no
reliance on outside supply chains, and
travel is naturally limited because of the
dangers posed by the climate.

237

Consequently, these communities selfisolate and define themselves around
specific value systems. One community
operates within a capitalist structure
with a focus on health, human longevity,
and animal welfare, with strictly vegan
sources of nutrition. Another rallies around
aesthetics, including refined architecture
and plastic surgery–molded faces and
bodies dictate a person’s socioeconomic
class. Yet another community leans into
socialist ethos and relies on ubiquitous
tracking and algorithmic analysis to
manage the egalitarian distribution of
wealth and resources.
While cities of the past may have
embraced multiple societal layers where
disparate demographics intermingled,
these settlements offer unique
experiments in intentional living—and if
successful, they could offer a sustainable
model for future communities.

© 2022 Future Today Institute

Scenario sources:
The Future Today Institute uses a wide array of qualitative and
quantitative data to create our scenarios. Some of our typical
sources include patent filings, academic preprint servers, archival research, policy briefings, conference papers, data sets,
structured interviews with experts, conversations with kids, critical design, and speculative fiction.
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What’s the new normal? Most of us feel an urgent need to
get back to normal, especially as we continue to witness
and endure an unprecedented amount of change. Early
this year, Russian President Vladimir Putin waged an unprovoked war against Ukraine, which led to a rapid global
response. Switzerland broke with tradition and took a side,
freezing Russian assets and denying entry to oligarchs.
Anonymous, the global hacker collective, waged a cyberwar against Russia, infiltrating government databases and
state propaganda websites.
Within the past 12 months, DeepMind solved a 50-yearold problem in biology, opening up new pathways to
drug discovery. AI systems proved that they can generate images and text as well as a human. Facebook and
Square changed their names to Meta and Block, signaling
a digital land grab in the emerging Web 3.0. The biggest
streamers—Netflix, Disney+, AppleTV, Hulu—discovered a
formidable competitor in social commerce networks like
Shein. Seemingly every day, a new set of signals emerge to
challenge our existing mental models.
It might feel pointless to forecast the future past a few
weeks or months. But strategic foresight results in preparations, not predictions. Trends invite us to consider alternative outcomes from those we previously imagined. They
also unlock something invaluable in each one of us: the
ability to re-perceive reality. The act of “re-perception”
awakens you to the possibility of a future that differs from
your current expectations. It helps you understand that you
cannot know all things at all times, and that you should be

5

OVERVIEW
SOURCES
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curious, rather than absolutely certain, about what you
perceive in the present.
Our 2022 Tech Trends Report is designed to help you
re-perceive the world so that you can confront deep uncertainty, adapt and thrive. In this 15th anniversary edition,
we have analyzed nearly 600 technology and science
trends that impact most industry sectors. We created 14
separate volumes, and each report focuses on a related
cluster of trends. You will also find vivid scenarios depicting the unexpected ways in which the future might unfold.
In each volume, we discuss the disruptive forces, opportunities and strategies that will influence your organization
in the near future.
Now, more than ever, your organization should examine
the potential near and long-term impact of tech trends.
You must factor the trends in this report into your strategic
thinking for the coming year, and adjust your planning,
operations and business models accordingly. But we hope
you will make time for creative exploration. The new normal is unfolding for those who know how to re-perceive
signals in the present.

Amy Webb
CEO
The Future Today Institute

© 2022 Future Today Institute
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This is volume 04 in the Future Today
Institute’s 2022 Tech Trends Report. Each
volume covers a different set of topics.
To find additional volumes, visit
www.futuretodayinstitute.com/trends
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KEY INSIGHTS
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Key Insights
 The global pandemic condensed

a decade of digital transformation
into a few months.

 Smart devices and AI systems are

unlocking new ways for athletes to
train—and strategic advantages for
sports.

 AR filters from celebrity makeup

artists are taking the place of traditional makeup in video conferences
and social media posts.

 Workspace flexibility could bring

more women into the workforce,
something that would help a shrinking population of workers.
 A steady tech exodus from Silicon

Valley has redistributed a highly
skilled workforce to other parts of
the U.S.

 Gaming has become the driver of

an entire cultural and commercial
ecosystem.
 We will see unlikely pairings be-

tween gaming competitors in 2022
as Sony and Microsoft acquire studios and PlayStation releases titles
on Xbox One and Game Pass.

 With approximately 2 million people

creating content full-time, online
creators are redefining entrepreneurship.
 Newly remote workforces rely on

video conferencing systems, messaging platforms, home networks,
and home routers that aren’t necessarily secure.

7

 Much of our technology-enabled

world leaves behind people with
disabilities.
 Affordable digital clothing, shoes,

and accessories will be available
this year.

© 2022 Future Today Institute
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Informs Strategy

Act Now

Apps Shaping the Remote Workspace

Interest and investment
in remote work platforms increased with
the pandemic, and a
crop of startups are rising to meet the growing
demand. Some provide
niche solutions, others
offer versatile collaborative platforms, but
all have the potential to
help shape the future of
remote work.

9

Turing
Companies are using Turing, an artificial intelligence-based platform, to
source and vet software developers
and manage fully remote engineering
teams. Turing also guides its clients in
complying with regulations that affect
contractors and remote employees. The
company has signed over 180,000 developers across 10,000 cities, a pipeline
it taps to source teams for client companies. Turing experienced explosive
growth during the pandemic and raised
$32 million in Series B funding. As hiring and retaining software developers
becomes more difficult, Turing hopes
to bridge the gap with its remote team
platform.

Remote
Because shifting immigration laws affect
companies’ ability to tap a global talent
pool, startups like Remote are providing

them with an infrastructure to manage
onboarding, payroll, and benefits for
tech and knowledge workers in remote
countries. The company raised a $150
million Series B round in July 2021 and
plans to use the funding to expand into
more markets—with a target of 80 countries by the end of 2021—and enhance
offerings like visa and immigration support and employee relocation. Remote
has an intimate understanding of how
to manage a global workforce: Its CEO
is based in Amsterdam and its CTO is in
Lisbon, Portugal. The company itself is
based in New York City with employees
working remotely across 47 countries.

Teamflow
Teamflow is a remote work application
designed to replicate the organic interactions and conversations of a traditional office environment in a virtual headquarters setting. Users are represented
by round icons that display their camera

feeds and move around a virtual-office
floor plan to engage colleagues. Users
hear only the voices of coworkers whose
bubbles are within close proximity, and
spatial audio re-creates the directional
perspective of an in-person chat. The
next generation of the company’s software includes a mobile app so that users
can access Teamflow from any device,
and it will integrate with collaboration
tools such as Figma, Trello, and Google
Docs.

Gather
This platform aims to create features
that promote a sense of spontaneity,
such as “shoulder taps” and virtual
games of pool, to make virtual interactions feel more natural. The company
integrates individual video feeds into a
2D space along with collaboration tools
like whiteboards and shared documents.
Gather is also working to add deeper
customization that helps users re-cre-

ate office spaces and personalize work
areas with dogs and seasonal decor. In
a Series A round led by Sequoia Capital,
the platform raised $26 million. Work
collaboration is the company’s focus,
but its experience in creating one-time
events like Gather bars is likely to position it well for remote team off-sites or
internal networking events.

Wonder
Another player attempting to combat
Zoom fatigue is virtual networking startup Wonder. The Berlin-based company
uses a 2D browser space where users
move around as avatars. When you
approach another avatar, a video chat
opens, making serendipitous virtual
chats more the norm than the exception. The map interface allows users to
see other groups in the vicinity so that
they can move to join those conversations. The company raised $11 million
in a December 2020 seed round.

© 2022 Future Today Institute
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1ST YEAR ON THE LIST

Accessibility Tech

BlindSquare helps people with visual impairments
navigate using audio-based information about
their surroundings.
Photo Credit: BlindSquare
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KEY INSIGHT

EXAMPLES

DISRUPTIVE IMPACT

EMERGING PLAYERS

Much of our technologyenabled world leaves
behind people with
disabilities. The World
Health Organization
estimates that by 2030,
more than 2 billion
people will need assistive
products, but only 10%
will have access to such
technology. This field is
largely growing through
small startups solving
very specific problems.

Finland-based BlindSquare helps people
with visual impairments navigate their
surroundings using OpenStreetMap
and Foursquare data. The app provides
audio-based information about nearby
locations such as stores or points of
interest and has integrated ride-hailing
functionality to create seamless navigation and mobility. Ecuadorian startup
Talov offers two accessibility apps.
SpeakLiz transforms sound to text and
alerts people with hearing impairments
about important sounds such as nearby
ambulances, motorcycles, or crying
babies. The app recently incorporated
American Sign Language recognition
via the smartphone’s camera. Vision was
built to translate surroundings for visually impaired people. Using AI, the app
verbally describes what it sees through
the phone camera or in pictures. It can
read text on a menu or street sign or
describe an approaching person. Some
AI-based tools such as AccessiBe have
been criticized for failing to comply with
accessibility standards.

Startups have been leading the way
in developing accessible technology,
though big tech players have started
rolling out more accessibility features
including sound notifications, sign language recognition, assistive touch, and
voice control that uses sounds in lieu of
phrases.

• eSSENTIAL Accessibility
• BlindSquare
• Talov
• AccessiBe
• Evinced

While some companies have started
using AI-based solutions to assist in
making their sites and products more
accessible, the algorithms don’t appear
to be up to the task just yet. Over 600 accessibility experts, including tech-company employees, signed a document
requesting that website operators not
use automation tools given known reliability issues.
Another issue is funding, especially
outside the U.S. For these tools to proliferate, investors will need to reconsider
a strategy that has largely ignored this
field.

© 2022 Future Today Institute
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2ND YEAR ON THE LIST

Work From Anywhere

WFA (work from anywhere) equates to a better
work-life balance for many, but regulatory challenges and potential mental health issues such as
loneliness need to be addressed.

11

KEY INSIGHT

EXAMPLES

DISRUPTIVE IMPACT

EMERGING PLAYERS

Significant regulatory
changes will be required
as more companies
adopt permanent WFA
policies. As companies
evaluate viable long-term
options for remote work,
potential gains from WFA
are significant: a global
talent pool, an increase
in gender equality, and
greater quality of life.
But negative effects
on society and the
individual shouldn’t be
ignored.

Attitudes toward remote work are divided across the board. Companies such
as Spotify and Twitter have embraced
complete flexibility, including asynchronous working hours. Even the federal
Office of Personnel Management’s first
major policy update in a decade was
about enabling teleworking for federal
workers. However, most employers demand a partial return to the office. Tax,
workers’ comp, and payroll regulations
require employees to spend the majority
of their time at their designated office
location. Mandatory office work was
a big reason for the “Great Resignation” last year, but at some companies
employees have embraced a return to
the office in order to better learn from
colleagues. And while work-life balance
is one of the advertised chief benefits
of WFA, the European Union felt the
need to introduce a legislative initiative
around the right to disconnect so that
managers don’t badger staff outside of
business hours.

WFA opens the door to global opportunities, a significant win especially
for employers, as access to top talent,
especially in STEM fields, is critical.
Workspace flexibility could bring more
women into the workforce, something
that would help Europe’s shrinking population of workers. Carbon-based emissions could be reduced as commutes
disappear, but the true environmental
effects remain to be seen. Real estate,
automobile, and hospitality spending
could shift away from the urban core.
However, the digital divide could widen
in the process: Rural areas need sufficient broadband in order to become
destinations for digital nomads, or for
existing rural populations to become
a part of the global talent pool. What’s
more, since WFA is a privilege specific
to white-collar workers, the remote
work movement could further escalate
social inequalities.

• CORI (Center on Rural Innovation)
• Horizon Europe
• European Innovation Ecosystems
• Oracle Payroll Core
• Treehouse
• Dandi
• Badi

Art is the elimination
of the unnecessary.
— Pablo Picasso

© 2022 Future Today Institute

This company will not wait for an uncertain
future. We will make our own future.
— Bobby Axelrod in Billions
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2ND YEAR ON THE LIST

Home Offices Introduce
New Cybersecurity Risks

Cyberattacks increasingly target
home offices.

13
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EXAMPLES

DISRUPTIVE IMPACT
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As employees became
accustomed to working
from their own living
spaces in the COVID-19
era, CISOs raised
concerns that insecure
and unmonitored home
networks could expose
companies’ proprietary
data, trade secrets, video
conversations, and more
to hackers or industry
rivals. Working from
home is becoming a
gateway to new forms of
data theft.

In 2020, the sudden shift to remote
workforces opened wide gaps in cybersecurity for companies around the
globe. As we enter year three of the
pandemic, cybersecurity threats continue to plague companies. According to a
2021 Deloitte survey, 25% of employees
have noticed an increase in fraudulent
emails, spam, and phishing attempts in
their corporate email since the beginning of the COVID crisis. And a 2021
Tenable study found that 74% of organizations attribute recent cyberattacks
to remote work tech vulnerabilities. In
a home office setting, threats such as
phishing and ransomware can more
easily evade corporate defenses.

WFA is our new normal—which means
that cyberattacks directed at remote
workers will increase. Straightforward
ways to mitigate risk and reinforce
cybersecurity best practices include
requiring two-factor authentication,
installing anti-malware software on all
machines, increasing privacy settings
on home Wi-Fi networks, and even
scanning video backdrops for exploitable information. Another option is to
invest in cyber liability insurance. Any
company that handles highly sensitive
or classified materials should consider sending technicians to secure the
domestic working environments of all
employees with security clearances.
Failure to address these vulnerabilities
greatly increases the odds of a potentially devastating breach.

• Chubb
• Norton 360
• Malwarebytes
• Wyse

© 2022 Future Today Institute
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1ST YEAR ON THE LIST

Upskilling

Levi Strauss is building its AI workforce with
upskilling initiatives for current employees.
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Investment in upskilling
is increasing as
both employers and
employees look to
platforms to help them
maintain relevance.
Employers are using it
as a way to attract and
retain talent and meet
emerging needs for
technology skills and AI
capabilities. For workers,
upskilling can mean
promotions and raises.

Levi Strauss is investing in its workforce
with an in-house Machine Learning
Bootcamp that develops critical AI skill
sets in workers with no prior experience. For employers without in-house
initiatives, startups are emerging to
meet this growing need. Springboard
is a mentor-guided platform that has
raised over $50 million and offers several career tracks with guaranteed employment. Palo Alto, California–based
Workera.ai conducts regular technical
skills assessments and creates personalized learning plans to help employees
meet employer-required skills and their
career goals. This “precision upskilling”
helps to close skills gaps and deveop
teams, according to the company.
India-based Apna aims to help blue- and
gray-collar workers learn new skills. The
company was valued at $1.1 billion after
a $100 million Series C round in September 2021. These platforms position upskilling as an opportunity for employees
to grow their promotion and earning
potential while reducing turnover.

Companies such as Levi’s, Target, and
Walmart are using upskilling platforms to retain and retrain employees.
Quick-service restaurant chain Chipotle
found that employees who participated
in its program with Guild were 7.5 times
more likely to move into a management
role. There are also initial examples of
how upskilling programs may support
diversity, equity, and inclusion goals. As
technology accelerates, employers will
need an increasingly agile workforce
that can adapt its skill sets and capabilities. Expect to see increased investment
in upskilling platforms to help them
meet those needs.

• Guild Education
• Section4
• Workera.ai
• Springboard
• NewCampus
• OpenClassrooms
• Unacademy
• Emeritus

© 2022 Future Today Institute
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SCENARIO

Hyperlocal Communities • Far-future neutral scenario

Hyperlocal Communities
A rapidly mutating environment has
reshaped the world: Rising sea levels
crept inland, acidification and plastic
waste choked the oceans, and heat waves
and fires wiped out biotas and razed
rainforests. The destruction redistributed
the human population across the
remaining habitable landmass. As a result,
research scientists, technologists, and
urban planners created a new model for
living: hyperlocal communities.
Designed to meet the demands and
limitations of the new environment,
these self-contained communities are
entirely self-sufficient. Every need is
drawn locally—vertical farms grow crops,
biofoundries synthesize medicine, and 3D
printers churn out construction materials,
clothing, and other goods. There is no
reliance on outside supply chains, and
travel is naturally limited because of the
dangers posed by the climate.

15

Consequently, these communities selfisolate and define themselves around
specific value systems. One community
operates within a capitalist structure
with a focus on health, human longevity,
and animal welfare, with strictly vegan
sources of nutrition. Another rallies around
aesthetics, including refined architecture
and plastic surgery–molded faces and
bodies dictate a person’s socioeconomic
class. Yet another community leans into
socialist ethos and relies on ubiquitous
tracking and algorithmic analysis to
manage the egalitarian distribution of
wealth and resources.
While cities of the past may have
embraced multiple societal layers where
disparate demographics intermingled,
these settlements offer unique
experiments in intentional living—and if
successful, they could offer a sustainable
model for future communities.

© 2022 Future Today Institute
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1ST YEAR ON THE LIST

Next-Gen Gig Economy

Platforms such as TikTok are launching new ways
for creators to earn money from content.
Photo Credit: TikTok
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With approximately 2
million people creating
content full-time, online
creators are redefining
entrepreneurship. While
platforms compete over
top creators, the talent
is beginning to shift
away from reliance on
brands and platforms
and more toward directto-consumer models. An
ecosystem of as-a-Service
startups is emerging to
support this next-gen gig
economy.

TikTok sparked a competition for
creators in 2020 with its $2 billion fund.
Snapchat quickly followed with $130
million in Spotlight payments, while
YouTube pledged $100 million to back
Shorts. Platforms also lured creators
with monetization features like subscriptions, tipping and marketplaces for
paid partnerships. Venture capitalists
are taking notice of the growing ecosystem of creator-focused startups, and
investing an estimated $2 billion. Pietra
connects creators with the design, manufacturing, and logistics partners they’ll
need to launch their own products.
When creators want to expand, Jellysmack helps them redistribute content to
other platforms. Financial startup Karat
extends credit based on metrics such as
follower count and engagement rather
than FICO scores. Creator-backed funds
such as Creative Juice’s Juice Funds mirror VC funding structures. And crypto
startup Pools develops personalized
tokens that allow creators to sell exclusive access and content.

Global consumer spending in social
apps is estimated to reach $6.78 billion
in 2021, driven in part by user-created
video and live streaming. The creator
economy isn’t new, but it is accelerating,
and platforms are investing in creator
funds and features to lure influencers
away from competitors.

• Pietra

This economy mirrors many of the
wealth inequities of the overall economy. Only 10% of Twitch’s 3 million
streamers have gained the Partner or
Affiliate status needed to earn income.
On YouTube, creators may make $3 to
$5 per 1,000 views. At the same time,
platforms are charging fees that shrink
that revenue by as much as half.

• Streamloots

Power in the industry is starting to
shift, however, with new startups and
decentralized collective actions like the
#DayOffTwitch protest in September
2021. Expect to see the industry continue to morph as creators expand into
new markets and revenue models.

• Jellysmack
• Karat
• Pools
• Creative Juice
• FYPM
• Pearpop

Consumers spent an
estimated 548 billion
hours live streaming
in top social apps in
2021.
— “The Evolution of Social Media Apps,”
a report from App Annie
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1ST YEAR ON THE LIST

The Crypto Art Market

Only time will tell whether crypto art can evolve
from a novelty and speculative investment into
an innovative, critically acclaimed medium.
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As individuals begin
to see greater value
in virtual items, new
technologies are
redefining the digital
experience of creating,
authenticating,
acquiring, owning, and
investing in art. From
NFTs to works generated
by artificial intelligence,
innovation is shaping
the way virtual art
will function and be
consumed, particularly
in the metaverse.

During early crypto-mania, there was a
common cautionary refrain: The latest
coin or currency isn’t necessarily the
innovation, blockchain technology
is the innovation. The art world has
recently experienced a similar tech-inspired craze, with the introduction of
non fungible tokens, or NFTs, digital
works that offer unique, secure proof of
ownership despite being easily replicable. As metaverse environments take
shape, the value and function of blockchain-backed artwork will evolve. A user
can purchase these digital works in marketplaces such as OpenSea, SuperRare,
and Nifty Gateway; display it in a virtual
environment; and welcome others to
engage with the piece, by scanning it
to verify its authenticity, determine
whether it was created by a human or
an algorithm, or trigger an animation or
immersive experience. The work may
even contain a digital signature that
can be written into the code of a user’s
avatar, making it a living record of their
digital art spectatorship.

The NFT art craze has minted a new
class of blue-chip artists whose graphic style lends itself to the format, but
purists in the art world see much of that
work as an overhyped techno-gimmick.
Regardless of any one artist’s merits,
it is clear that blockchain technology
is shaping the market for virtual art,
enabling the tracking of works, the
verification of their provenance, and
protection from counterfeiting, while allowing creators (both human and AI) to
receive royalties from successive sales
of a work. In many current marketplaces for blockchain-backed digital works,
art overlaps with collectibles, ephemera, virtual fashion, digital pets, avatars,
and more. As the novelty of NFTs wears
off, expect more differentiation in the
market when more artists find creative
applications of these new technologies
to add value to their works, eventually
convincing even traditionalists and
critics to acknowledge the legitimacy of
virtual art.

• Axie Marketplace
• Blockchain Art Collective
• Ethereum
• Institut
• Nifty Gateway
• OpenSea
• Rarible
• SuperRare
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1ST YEAR ON THE LIST

Emerging Art
Experiences

Meow Wolf Denver houses a large-scale physical fabrication of The Cathedral[ that the company digitized for The Infinite Playa, a recognized universe in the Burning Man’s multiverse.
Creative commons
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Emerging forms of
experiential and virtual
art illustrate the formats
and technologies that
will influence the art
world’s adaptation to the
metaverse.

With new technologies at our disposal,
and a growing cultural interest in experiences that traverse virtual and physical aspects of the nascent metaverse,
the art world is abuzz with innovation.
Entirely virtual museums have cropped
up, like the Virtual Online Museum
of Art, and nonhuman creators have
come on the scene, such as Ai-Da, an
AI-powered humanoid robot artist who
has performed at Abu Dhabi Art and
the Barbican Center in London. New
endeavors like Superblue, backed by
mega-gallery Pace and Laurene Powell
Jobs’ Emerson Collective, seek to curate
shows that eschew the art object in
favor of the art experience, breaking
down borders between artist, art, and
observer, and spanning virtual and
physical formats.

In the late 2010s, the viral popularity
of works such as artist Yayoi Kusama’s
“Infinity Mirrors” sparked a debate. Was
such work, which immersed visitors in
a physical environment with dazzling
optical effects—and owed much of its
popularity to its “Instagrammability”—
genuine art? Or was it just a social media content farm, with ticket holders as
its paying customers? Could it be both?
These pieces gave an early glimpse
of how blending digital and physical
experiences and blurred lines of authorship will stretch the definition of art as
it evolves in virtually enhanced spaces.
As with many aspects of the metaverse,
virtual art experiences will reach a
new level of immersion and interactivity once advanced smart glasses hit
the consumer market, and blockchain
applications will enable new ways for
audiences to engage with the artwork
and log their art experiences.

• Ai-Da
• Artechouse
• Fotografiska
• Google Arts & Culture
• Kunstmatrix
• Meow Wolf
• Superblue
• TeamLab
• Virtual Online Museum of Art
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1ST YEAR ON THE LIST

IP Rights in the Age
of TikTok

If your signature moves get copied by a dancing
banana avatar in “Fortnite,” can you sue?
Epic Games
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Intellectual property is
immaterial by nature,
which makes social
media and virtual
environments in the
metaverse breeding
grounds for new forms of
IP, giving rise to complex
legal challenges in
protecting the rights and
ownership of its creators.

Among the resources listed on law
services site LegalZoom, one offering
seems particularly relevant to the TikTok
era: “How to Copyright a Dance.” In 2018,
when rapper 2 Milly heard that avatars
in “Fortnite” could unlock his “Milly
Rock” dance as an in-game feature, he
filed suit against the game’s developer,
Epic Games, but ultimately dropped the
suit because he had not copyrighted his
moves. This high-profile case raised an
important question: With new platforms
and digital interfaces continuously
emerging, should creators be taking
more precautions to protect their work
online? Virtual IP challenges are not
limited to dance moves, of course. Media
lawyer Sophie Goossens notes that NFTs,
the suddenly popular new form of digital
art ownership, can function well as
property titles and stores of information
on the artwork—but non fungible tokens
don’t necessarily assign ownership of the
IP it may contain. IBM, meanwhile, is
developing what would be the first patent
NFT exchange designed for IP.

Upon the appointment of new CEO
Parag Agrawal in November 2021,
Twitter promptly announced it was
restricting users from posting images or
video of someone without consent, with
an updated privacy policy that allows
individuals to reach out to the platform
to have content of themselves removed.
When your likeness is accessible on the
internet, it can be memed and monetized without your knowledge or approval, and without you receiving any value
from the content’s virality. Whether it’s
a gaming platform or social account
profiting off your dance moves, an NFT
owner monetizing your art, or an ad
agency deepfaking your face and voice
to sell products, intellectual property
rights are about to get a lot more personal, and affect a far greater swath of
the general public.

• Reed Smith
• True Return Systems
• IBM
• IPwe
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4TH YEAR ON THE LIST

Altered States
KEY INSIGHT

EXAMPLES

DISRUPTIVE IMPACT

EMERGING PLAYERS

From “nootropics” to
neuroenhancers, the
consumer market for
altering our mental state
is growing. Products are
emerging to help you
achieve everything from
escape to enhancement.

Consumers are seeking altered states,
from high-tech enhancement to synthetic escapes. These products are designed
to strengthen our mental performance
and agility, help us disconnect and relax,
and give us pleasure. Despite thin evidence supporting the claimed benefits,
personal experimentation is booming.

In a March 2021 survey by employment
website Indeed, 52% of respondents
reported feeling burned out. More
than two-thirds believed their burnout
worsened during the pandemic. People
are struggling to navigate this uncertain
terrain, so it’s no surprise that more of
us are seeking artificial ways to temporarily change our moods and optimize
ourselves.

• Walletmor
• Muse
• Sens.ai
• Kin Euphorics

Doppel uses vibrating rhythms on the inside of a
user’s wrist to reduce stress and increase focus.
Epic Games
Credit: Doppel
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Altered States

Neuroenhancers
Neuroenhancement devices claim to
make you more productive or boost
your mood. Most rely on tracking brain
waves through electroencephalography
(EEG). SmartCap assesses real-time
fatigue levels through an EEG band. The
wearable device alerts users when they
are at risk of falling asleep. SmartCap
Technologies’ assets and intellectual
property were acquired by Wenco International Mining in May 2021 to augment
its worker safety portfolio. The Muse
headband uses real-time biofeedback to
help people maintain focus during the
day and support recovery at night. What
to do with that improved focus? A YouTuber named Cangar modified the Skyrim VR game for use with the headset
so that when a wearer increases their
focus, their magic in the game becomes
more powerful. The second-generation
headband released in 2021 added a
Digital Sleeping Pill feature that delivers

22

content to help a user go to sleep and
stay asleep longer. Canadian neurotech
startup Sens.ai launched its brain-training headset and platform as an Indiegogo campaign. By early December 2021,
the campaign had raised over $650,000.
The company claims the device optimizes brain performance using EEG neurofeedback, infrared light therapy, and
heart-rate variability training. Doppel
sends vibrations through a wrist-worn
device, with rhythms that can be personalized to help you feel relaxed, calm,
focused, alert, or energized.

Nutrigenomics
As genetic testing becomes widely
accessible and affordable, startups are
claiming that genomic sequencing can
determine how to personalize nutrition to optimize weight loss, immune
function, and personal health. Nutrigenomics studies the effects of food
on gene expression and how specific

nutrients or diets affect human health.
All nutritional decisions—what foods
to avoid, what supplements to take—
are based on your personal baseline
sequence. The market is small, with a
dozen companies offering this analysis.
The service is particularly attractive to
consumers battling chronic illness and
athletes looking for a competitive edge.
The scientific community is split on the
benefits of nutrigenomic testing given
limited clinical evidence.

Nootropics
“Nootropics” are designed to boost
brain performance. Often called cognitive or memory enhancers, they
have caffeine-like stimulative effects.
Beverage companies have responded
to increasing demand with a flood
of new functional beverages that use
nootropics and adaptogens instead of
alcohol. Many functional beverages on
the market today leverage naturally oc-

curring components that claim to offer
bursts of calm, euphoria, or creativity.
Kin Euphorics features L-theanine, an
amino acid found naturally in tea and
mushrooms said to modulate brain
function and induce relaxation without
drowsiness. Supplement startup Formula uses a proprietary algorithm to
customize nootropics to a user’s personal lifestyle and goals.

biohacking with offerings designed to
spark regeneration from your metabolism to your skin.

Grinder Biohacking
For years grinder biohackers have
self-experimented with implanted
devices including RFID tags, NFC chips,
data storage, and biosensors. That same
mindset sparked startup Walletmor
to launch a biopolymer contactless
payment implant in June 2021. Other
grinders play with oxygen deprivation,
microdosing, or use of injections to optimize and gain function. LMS Wellness is
a clinic with locations across the globe
that specializes in “scientifically backed”
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1ST YEAR ON THE LIST

Cannabusiness Tech

Cannabis companies are turning to biotechnology and plant genetics to optimize strains for
yield and drug profiles.
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KEY INSIGHT

EXAMPLES

The global cannabis
market is expected to
reach $70.6 billion by
2028, according to Grand
View Research. Despite
its heft, U.S. cannabis
business owners often
struggle to manage
operations due to federal
regulations that largely
view their businesses
as illegal; however,
technology is emerging
to support retailers and
consumers.

Endocanna Health’s at-home DNA tests
recommend ideal cannabis strains and
dosages. Israeli RCK optimizes plant
genetics for private label strains. Dewey
Scientific leveraged its genetics work to
raise $3.2 million from The Hawthorne
Collective, the cannabis investment arm
of Scotts Miracle-Gro, FolioGrow, Front
Range Biosciences, and agtech iUNU use
AI-based prediction models and fully
automated grow operations to optimize
THC/CBD ratios, yield, and profitability.

Digital payments are easing this industry’s cash-intensive nature. KindTap and
SuperNet offer innovative consumer
credit products that skirt restrictions.
AeroPay enabled online payments
through e-commerce platform Jane Technologies’ multistate marketplace.

Apple loosened App Store restrictions
in July 2021 and opened the door for
Weedmaps and Uber Eats to offer in-app
ordering. Meadow’s Dynamic Delivery streamlines delivery by providing
real-time inventory of nearby vehicles.
Digital identity startup Passbase offers
software development kits for remote
customer identity verification, and A.ID
automates due diligence like checking
watch lists and reporting suspicious
activities.
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Cannabusiness Tech

DISRUPTIVE IMPACT

EMERGING PLAYERS

Insurance and banking continue to
be problematic for an industry that is
legalized state by state. At the federal
level, the Secure and Fair Enforcement
(SAFE) Banking Act and related Clarifying Law Around Insurance of Marijuana
(CLAIM) Act, which were reintroduced
by Congress in March 2021, would prohibit federal regulators from penalizing
financial institutions and insurance
providers that serve legally operating
cannabis-related businesses. Legalization issues haven’t slowed investment in
the industry, however. As the industry
continues to professionalize, we will
see the ecosystem continue to build up
around a product that is emerging from
the shadows and becoming just another
line of business.

• Endocanna Health
• Strain Genie
• The Hawthorne Collective
• The Secure and Fair Enforcement
(SAFE) Banking Act and Clarifying
Law Around Insurance of Marijuana
(CLAIM) Act
• SuperNet
• Front Range Biosciences
• Fire & Flower
• Meadow

Delivery service Eaze acquired retailer Green Dragon in 2021, becoming the largest American cannabis
delivery service.
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1ST YEAR ON THE LIST

Psychedelics

Field Trip Health offers psychedelically enhanced
psychotherapy in a resort-like environment.
Credit: Field Trip Health
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Psychedelics are a small
but fast-growing market
with some estimates
valuing it at $7 billion by
2027. Despite the clinical
trials, Food and Drug
Administration approvals,
and breakthrough
therapy designations,
the field straddles a gray
space between accepted
medical treatment and
recreational drugs.
Shifting regulations and
increased investment
may help it bridge those
worlds.

The field is gaining credibility as respected institutions open specialized research
centers and larger studies reinforce the
potential of psychedelics in treatment
of PTSD, major depressive disorders,
and addiction. In September 2021, the
National Institutes of Health awarded
Johns Hopkins Medicine $4 million to
investigate the effectiveness of psilocybin
in smoking cessation—the first time in
50 years that the U.S. government has
funded psychedelic research. The following month, the FDA gave biotech Cybin
clearance to study brain activity during
psychedelic experiences using Kernel
Flow neuroimaging. Consumer services
are also expanding. Entheon Biomedical
offers a genetic test to predict individual response to psychedelics. Canadian
startup Field Trip Health has clinics in
six major U.S. cities that offer ketamine
therapy sessions in a setting that resembles more of a wellness resort than a
medical facility.

Industry tracker Psilocybin Alpha
reported 32 publicly traded companies
working in psychedelics and at least 18
more privately held. STAT reported that
the industry had grown quickly from a
market cap of less than $1 billion in 2020
to having four billion-dollar companies
in 2021. With the amount of investment
in the area, it’s not surprising to see an
ongoing battle around patents that may
restrict research into certain psychedelic
compounds and limit treatment approvals to synthetic versions only.

• MindMed

Regulations are changing. Oregon became the first state to legalize psilocybin
therapies in November 2020 while D.C.,
Detroit, Denver, Oakland, and Santa Cruz
decriminalized psilocybin. In Canada, all
13 provinces and territories have exemptions for psychedelic mental health
treatment. British Columbia, which has
fully embraced the cannabis industry, is
home to many psychedelic startups. In
Australia, the federal government invested $15 million to support research into
psychedelics and mental health.

• Cybin
• Field Trip Health
• Compass Pathways
• Atai Life Sciences
• Entheon Biomedical
• Centre for Psychedelic Research
at Imperial College London
• Center for Psychedelic and
Consciousness Research at Johns
Hopkins Medicine
• New York University Langone Center
for Psychedelic Medicine
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Fashion is very important. It is lifeenhancing and, like everything that gives
pleasure, it is worth doing well.
— Vivienne Westwood
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2ND YEAR ON THE LIST

Digital Fashion

Virtual wardrobes will allow users to customize
and organize digital garments for use in augmented reality environments, and to track and manage
their physical clothing.
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Digital fashion is
booming, with the market
for gaming avatar skins
alone expected to hit $50
billion in 2022. Virtual
apparel is expected
to give rise to digital
wardrobes, generate
valuable user data, and
provide a potential—
though not guaranteed—
sustainability solution for
the notoriously pollutive
fashion industry.

In 2021, Dolce & Gabbana launched a
collection of fashion NFTs alongside
physical garments, which together sold
for a record-breaking $5.7 million worth
of Ether cryptocurrency. One of the purchasers was Red DAO, a collective investment entity focused exclusively on digital
fashion. Non fungible token technology
allows for digital fashion like D&G’s
virtual pieces to be collected, but individual users may only be able to clothe
an individual avatar in virtual digital
garments in a single online platform or
gaming environment, limiting use across
various multiple digital spaces in the
metaverse. Startup Digitalax is tackling
that issue, developing an interoperable
platform for digital fashion. High fashion houses from Gucci to Louis Vuitton
have partnered with gaming platforms
including Roblox and League of Legends,
and online fast fashion retailers such as
Shein are gamifying the apparel retail
experience, a concept that could be well
suited to digital fashion.

Physical garments may soon come with
virtual counterparts, allowing users to
catalog and manage their wardrobes
digitally, and hang on to a version of a
garment even after the physical piece
degrades. The ability to express oneself
freely in the metaverse through virtual
styles may encourage more sustainable
shopping habits when it comes to physical apparel. In time, as smart glasses
become commonplace, users may even
be able to virtually showcase their digital
looks on their bodies instead of just on
an avatar. Imagine a future in which you
select a simple sustainable garment or
“canvas” from your physical closet, but
select a virtual outfit to project on top of
it, one that is visible to anyone wearing
compatible smart glasses. Digital fashion
houses like The Fabricant, Replicant, and
RTFKT are looking to satisfy growing demand for unique, dynamic virtual looks,
which will eventually be de rigueur in
social, gaming, and work environments
in the metaverse.

• Auroboros
• Carlings
• Dapper Labs
• Digitalax
• Dolce & Gabbana
• DressX
• The Dematerialised
• The Fabricant
• Gucci
• Happy99
• Red DAO
• Replicant
• RTFKT
• Tribute
• UNXD
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2ND YEAR ON THE LIST

Upcycled and Circular
Fashion

Textile factories built for high-volume production
have contributed to massive overproduction in
fashion; in the past 25 years, the average amount
of clothing Americans throw away annually has
more than doubled.
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Tens of billions of
clothing items are
produced each year,
much of it designed
for short-term use and
ultimately destined
for landfills. Apparel
manufacturers are
exploring new methods
to prolong the life of their
goods, repurpose used
materials, and reduce the
climate impact of product
life cycles.

According to analytics firm First Insight,
more than half of Gen Z customers
surveyed prefer to buy from sustainable
brands, and big name retailers have
taken note. The Gucci-Up initiative is
an effort from the Italian fashion house
to pilot circular production models by
upcycling leather, eliminating the use of
virgin plastics, and generating materials
from industrial waste. H&M’s Looop
program disassembles old textiles to
create new products without using
virgin materials. Companies such as
ThredUp and The RealReal have established reliable second-hand apparel
marketplaces to extend the life of
existing fashion products. On the manufacturing side, fiber-to-garment textile
parks, like those built in India over the
past decade, can reduce emissions by
localizing supply chain segments.

Sustainability is the single greatest challenge facing the fashion industry—and
also its greatest opportunity. An investment in circular production models now
may pay dividends as the purchasing behaviors of the next generation of conscientious consumers matures and shapes
the industry. Digital fashion is set to
play a significant role in the sustainable
transformation of apparel brands, not
just by providing a new revenue stream
to balance lower-volume production of
physical garments but also by revealing
previously inaccessible post-purchase
data. Virtual garments could eventually
serve as digital twins to track physical garments via a digital wardrobe
interface, logging usage, treatment,
and end-of-life trends, and generating
insights to inform new approaches to
circularity. Additionally, synthetic biology could be used to develop fibers that
are less resource-intensive, make for
longer-lasting materials, and are more
easily broken down or recycled.

• ASOS
• British Fashion Council’s Institute
of Positive Fashion
• Ellen MacArthur Foundation
• H&M Looop
• Marine Serre
• MUD Jeans
• Napapijri
• Patagonia
• Platform for Accelerating the
Circular Economy
• The RealReal
• Reformation
• ThredUp
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Fashion’s Second-Hand News • Mid-future optimistic scenario

Fashion’s
Second-Hand News
Driven by early 21st century concerns
of environmental waste and climate
change, multinational apparel brands
explored sustainable alternatives—
and found them by tapping an existing
network of thrift stores.
Goodwill and the Salvation Army
became inspired by popular resellers
like Grailed, The RealReal, and
Depop, and began recruiting teams of
“pickers” to sift through donations for
gems—quality denim, vintage finds,
or brand names. They set them aside
for bigger sales. Soon, large apparel
brands turned to these charitable
organizations and consignment
stores to be suppliers of pre-owned
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garments and upcyclable materials
and support new sustainable
business models.
Today, the primary and resale clothing
markets have merged into a circular
“throughsale” market, and repurposed
garments and materials drive the
majority of apparel sales—even
at big brands. Second-hand shops
generate steady revenue, apparel
makers maintain healthy margins
while reinventing themselves, and the
fashion industry’s former reputation
as a major polluter is now considered,
well, vintage.
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3RD YEAR ON THE LIST

Digital Beauty

AR beauty filters can be used to virtually test
makeup products, or to alter one’s appearance in
recorded content and live video interactions.
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Digital makeup exists at
the intersection of facial
recognition, 3D mapping,
and augmented reality. As
the metaverse becomes
a part of our everyday
lives, digital touch-ups
and expressive virtual
makeup will define how
we choose to present
ourselves to the world—
and how we see ourselves.

If you’ve been on Zoom calls recently,
chances are you’ve seen a digital beauty
filter in action. The adjustable feature,
billed by Zoom simply as “Touch Up My
Appearance,” smooths imperfections
in the user’s face and seamlessly animates along with their movements in
real time, essentially acting as virtual
makeup. Digital beauty is the addition
of virtual embellishment to one’s face
or body in photo or video content,
through the use of augmented reality
and artificial intelligence. The effect can
range from subtle aesthetic touch-ups
to flamboyant makeovers to transformation of a person’s facial features and
figure. Beauty brands including Redken,
Avon, MAC Cosmetics, and Maybelline
have picked up on the trend, offering AR
filters for users to virtually try on beauty
products via live video. L’Oreal, meanwhile, has created a line of digital-only
beauty products to be used in popular
social and videoconferencing apps.

Digital beauty filters are easily accessible
through many social media platforms,
some video interfaces, and third-party
apps like Facetune. More than just an
expressive virtual accessory, an aesthetic filter can have a direct effect on
business. Imagine digital mirrors that
artificially accentuate shoppers’ features
at a retail shop, subtly encouraging them
to purchase a piece of clothing. Users of
Alipay’s facial scanning payment feature complained about their on-camera
appearance, prompting the company
to add a digital beauty filter to improve
the experience. As smart glasses enable
the application of beauty filters during
in-person interactions, and advanced
video interfaces allow users to appear
as live, virtually beautified versions of
themselves, the full spectrum of digital
beauty technology’s effects must be
considered. While filters can build confidence and boost business, they can also
trigger dysmorphia by exposing audiences to unrealistic beauty standards.

• Adobe Lightroom
• AliPay
• Drest
• Essence Cosmetics’ Kenna
• Evenprime
• FaceApp
• Facetune
• Florasis
• Ines Alpha
• L’Oreal
• Revieve
• Spellbreak
• Zepeto
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4TH YEAR ON THE LIST

eSports and Gaming

Gaming has not only legitimized itself but has
become the driver of an entire cultural and
commercial ecosystem.
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The video game industry
has emancipated
itself from other
entertainment verticals
to become the driver of
a whole ecosystem of
cross-platform franchises
and experiences. It’s
managed to firmly
position itself in the
mainstream of Asian,
North American, and
European youth culture.
ESports are benefiting
through exponential
growth in viewership and
commercial investments.

Netflix has renewed its “Arcane” series, based on Riot Games’ “League of
Legends.” Balenciaga designed skins in
“Fortnite.” Splash’s virtual pop star Kai
gained more than 1.9 million YouTube
views for the music video “Breathe
Again.” 100 Thieves co-owner Valkyrae
launched her own skin care line aimed
at gamers, and eSports organization
FaZe Clan teamed up with crypto payments company MoonPay to ease crypto
access for its users and sell NFTs. Aiming to blend celebrities from eSports
and other professions, the Complexity
Stars initiative cross-pollinates audiences through tournaments and other
brand-amplifying strategies. In Asia,
eSports will make their official debut at
the 2022 Asian Games, the second largest multisport event in the world, after
the Olympic Games. And Dubit created
the Metaverse Gaming League, the first
live eSports league in the metaverse.

Traditional sports tournaments returned
last year, but eSports continued to rise in
popularity. The U.S. deregulated eSports
betting in some states, catching up to
Europe, where the practice is legal in
many countries. Twitch held its place as
the most popular streaming platform,
with 66% of all hours watched. However, Facebook Gaming, which captured
merely 11% of audience time, has begun
to introduce features that make the
viewing experience more interactive,
setting the stage for a potential increase
in popularity.

• Dubit

While sponsorship money and other
traditional forms of monetization have
skyrocketed, Halo Infinite League
introduced a new revenue model: Teams
license their brands for in-game cosmetics and get a percentage of the revenue.
Mobile gaming, the fastest-growing segment in the gaming industry, already has
a thriving eSports scene in China, which
could foretell a similar development in
other regions. How the country’s threehour weekly gaming limit for minors will
impact its eSports remains to be seen.

• Complexity
• Splash
• Balenciaga
• FaZe Clan
• Halo Infinite
• Facebook Gaming

People want to lean
back and be told good
stories. And the other
part is interactive play,
which grows into video
gaming.
— Reed Hastings,
Netflix CEO

© 2022 Future Today Institute
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eSports Training Academies

T1 Esports Academy offers two paths—one for those seeking to become professionals and one for
recreational players.
Credit: T1 Entertainment & Sports
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More than 175 colleges and universities
have started varsity eSports programs,
and eSports training academies are
proliferating across the globe. In India,
gaming hardware manufacturer ASUS
Republic of Gamers announced its
own academy in January 2021. ESports
organization T1 announced an academy
in Seoul, South Korea, that offers two
paths: one for aspiring professional
gamers and one for recreational players.
Edge Gaming in Israel plans to use a $2
million pre-seed round to develop its
own dedicated eSports academy with
an approach based on military training
around cognitive skills and split-second
decision-making. If it seems like everyone is launching an academy, you might
be right. Soccer club Paris Saint-Germain announced it was entering the
field in December 2020. U.K.-based
GuildAcademy for eSports has programs
for children starting at 11 years old. The
program seeks to offset concerns about

offering such an early start with wellness features like peer-to-peer coaching, parental settings, and a curriculum
covering mental health issues, nutrition, and social skills. Microsoft has
even created an Esports Teacher Academy to teach instructors how to build an
eSports program at their own schools.

Gaming Subscription Wars
Subscription models for gaming began
to emerge in 2017. Since then, models
have proliferated, and Morning Consult reports that half of all gamers now
subscribe to at least one subscription
service. Microsoft’s Xbox Game Pass
has become so important to the business that subscriber growth is reported
on investor calls. Of the 30 games that
Microsoft announced in October 2021,
27 were included with the subscription
service, with the company positioning
it as, “Play it day one with Game Pass.”
Sony is expecting to launch its subscription service in spring 2022. It will merge

the existing PlayStation Plus and PlayStation Now plans and offer both new
and classic games for PlayStation 4 and
PlayStation 5. The past year also saw a
new entrant in subscription gaming:
Netflix. The streaming giant accelerated
its gaming efforts in November 2021 by
adding three games to its lineup and
hiring Amir Rahimi from interactive
entertainment company Scopely as its
vice president of game studios. The
industry is paying close attention to the
company’s investments and moves in
the gaming space.

Infinite Gameplay
The most popular video games today
have something in common with the
metaverse: persistence. In other words,
they never end. Rather than traditional
games with a conclusive narrative, many
of these games are more like online
worlds, where players participate whenever and for however long they like,
with success measured in achievements
© 2022 Future Today Institute
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instead of the completion of a single,
finite objective. In these always-on gaming environments, players can also take
part in hybrid real-world experiences
like going to a concert or buying real
estate. “The Sims” and “Minecraft” are
examples of longstanding games that
allow players to build their own realities, while more recent titles such as
“Fortnite” and “League of Legends” are
immersive universes that players can
log in to at any time. Moving forward,
our lives will be increasingly gamified,
as never-ending games merge with the
activities that already form parts of our
daily lives.

Play-to-Earn Gaming

Guild Academy offers training programs for kids as young as 11 years old but has built in wellness features to
offset the perceived lifestyle risks of gaming.
Credit: Guild Academy
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When the pandemic drove populations across the world indoors, many
turned to video games to pass the time,
while others took up gaming for more
practical reasons—to supplement their
incomes. “Axie Infinity,” a Vietnamese-made online game that features NFT

characters and awards players tokens
that can be traded on the Ethereum
blockchain, exploded in popularity, particularly in the Philippines and Venezuela, which together home about half of
the game’s millions of users as of 2021.
“Axie” and many other online play-toearn games, including “The Sandbox,”
“Splinterlands,” “Virtue Poker,” “Sorare,”
and those in the Decentraland platform,
rely on NFTs and blockchain tech,
and can provide a moderate source
of income for users, transforming the
nature and function of gameplay. This
emerging field of games, sometimes
described as GameFi (a play on DeFi, or
decentralized finance), can see many
millions of dollars in value exchanged
daily via in-game assets. The space is
increasingly seen as the future of gaming in the metaverse, leading to a spate
of venture investment—in 2021, “Axie’s”
parent company, Sky Mavis, raised $152
million in Series B funds at a valuation
of $3 billion.

Sony plans to launch an Xbox Game Pass
competitor in spring 2022.

© 2022 Future Today Institute

The last two years in particular have shown
how critical games are to helping people
maintain a sense of community and belonging,
even when they are apart.
— Satya Nadella, CEO, Microsoft
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3RD YEAR ON THE LIST

Connected Toys

AI-enabled smart toys can be cute and engaging,
but don’t let your guard down—they may give
companies and hackers access to sensitive data.
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Connected toys share
and receive data to
personalize and optimize
interactive experiences.
While the toys are fun
and potentially beneficial
for kids, lawmakers and
academic researchers
have raised questions
about cybersecurity and
privacy.

The promise of connected toys is appealing—imagine a toy that can interact
with your children, keeping them more
socially engaged, responding to their
real-time emotional state, telling them to
take a break if they’ve been playing for
an extended period, or even notifying
you if your children are in distress. But
that same toy could also be capturing
data about your children and your home,
and a current lack of regulation in the
industry means that sensitive data could
be shared with the device maker, or be
vulnerable to hackers. Toys like Sony’s
Aibo interactive robotic dog, first introduced in 1999, are now equipped with
computer vision technology to recognize
their owners, and “Mario Kart Live:
Home Circuit” incorporates mixed-reality technology to allow players to drive
camera-equipped remote-control cars
around their own homes. Additional
STEM-related educational smart toys include Artie 3000, a programmable robot
that likes to draw, and Sphero, a robotic
ball with interactive coding games.

Think about connected toys as not just
toys but devices. Just as users are wary of
devices such as smart TVs and speakers
“spying” on them, parents should be discerning with connected toys if they want
to reap the benefits without sacrificing
security or privacy. The upcoming generation of connected toys will use more
data and include even more personalization, and advancements in computer
vision, voice and sound recognition, and
spatial computing will result in richer,
more interactive experiences. As connected toys evolve, they will rely less
on mobile devices and instead connect
to the cloud. With an expected growth
rate of 28% over the next four years,
the smart toys market is due for rapid
expansion—but tech companies and toy
manufacturers are still learning how
to balance children’s privacy, which is
required under the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA), with play.

• AWS
• Bandai Namco Holdings
• IBM’s X-Force Red
• Lego
• Mattel
• Nintendo
• Sony
• Wonder Workshop

For all the fun that [smart
toys] can bring, there is
a risk—poorly secured
Internet of Things toys can
be turned into convenient
tools for hackers.
— Siddharth Venkataramakrishnan, 		
Financial Times

© 2022 Future Today Institute
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What to Detect When You’re Expecting • Mid-future optimistic scenario

What to Detect When You’re Expecting
This brochure will help you prepare for a healthy pregnancy and navigate the vast
features of the Remote Autonomous Diagnostics (RAD) program. Each feature of the RAD
program is designed to ensure the healthiest pregnancy that technology can provide:
eSkins

Smart bathroom features

Vital signs—including continuous EKGs of your
unborn child—are captured through small,
wearable electronic skins. These eSkins also
detect your level of exposure to hydrocarbons
and other harmful air pollutants, and warn
you when your exposure is approaching safety
thresholds. The RAD program includes a
subscription service that will automatically ship
eSkin refills to your home. Each should last a
week and can be worn consistently 24 hours a
day—even while showering and exercising.

Your smart toilet can test urine with each “visit”
and check levels of glucose, protein, ketones,
bacteria, and blood cells. Your hydration
levels will also be assessed to make sure your
fluid intake is sufficient. Other outputs can
also be tested, and chemical analysis can
identify gastrointestinal disease and nutritional
deficiencies. All test results are automatically
forwarded to the AI OB service you selected
during registration, and our program uses this
data to guide recommendations for dietary
changes that are forwarded to your smart
kitchen and grocery delivery service.

Personal digital assistant
Your digital assistant will monitor your voice and
speech patterns to identify any cardiovascular
or respiratory issues that may arise during
pregnancy. Vocal biomarkers can also detect
emerging mental health concerns. Your digital
assistant monitors ambient conversation and
tracks your voice as you move around your
home.

37

Your connected mirror performs daily breath
analysis, which can reveal early symptoms
of gestational diabetes, test liver and kidney
function, and detect airway inflammation.
Sleep monitoring
Sleep is vital to a healthy pregnancy, and the
RAD program monitors it using low-energy

radar embedded in your digital assistant.
Radar is perfectly safe for you and your baby,
and it can differentiate between you and your
partner to detect any breathing abnormalities
you may have. You will receive a sleep report
each morning, along with recommendations for
improving sleep quality. These changes may be
reflected automatically in your nutrition plan or
in time limits on electronic devices.
Personal ultrasounds
The handheld wireless ultrasound device
connects directly to the RAD app, which will
guide you on using the wand to perform a
self-examination. Algorithms will immediately
calculate key measurements during the
exam to ensure clear image capture. As your
pregnancy progresses, your AI OB’s advanced
machine learning capabilities can even track
developmental progress from images of your
baby’s facial features.

Video of your precious bundle is immediately
available and can be posted automatically to
the metaverse, if desired.
Thank you for choosing the RAD program as your
partner in this joyful experience. Rest assured
we are monitoring everything for you, so you can
relax and enjoy this time of hopeful expectation.

© 2022 Future Today Institute
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4TH YEAR ON THE LIST

Digital Addiction

Leaked internal Facebook research confirmed our
fears about the corrosive nature of social media
on teens.
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Digital products are built
to drive user engagement
with habit-forming
features that keep users
scrolling, but research
warns of the negative
implications for mental
health and well-being.

In September 2021, a Wall Street Journal
investigation published internal Facebook research that linked Instagram
to negative mental health effects for
teens. The findings sparked a U.S. Senate
subcommittee hearing, where Facebook
released annotated decks that denied
any causal links. The Facebook hearing
sparked House Republicans in late October to request internal research from
Snap, TikTok, and YouTube exploring
the impact of their products on mental
health in teens and a separate Senate
subcommittee hearing. Despite Instagram announcing features that month
to nudge teenagers away from certain
content and prompt them to take a break
from the platform, concerns persist. In
December, an international coalition of
over 300 scientists published an open
letter to Meta CEO Mark Zuckerberg
requesting access to the company’s research so that outside researchers could
investigate the effects of the company’s
products on mental health.

Current efforts by social media platforms heavily rely on teenagers to opt
in to features like Instagram’s “Take a
Break” reminders and Daily Limit tools.
Other platforms, including TikTok,
offer mental health resources but have
not made substantial changes to the
underlying algorithms that drive user
engagement. Governments are starting
to step in with regulation to mitigate
some of the negative effects. In the U.K.,
an online safety bill being considered
would hold tech companies accountable for protecting users from harmful
user-posted content. U.S. state attorneys
general launched an investigation in
November into whether Meta violated
consumer protection laws by promoting
its apps to young users despite research
pointing to mental health harms. The
landscape is shifting, and tech platforms
may be forced to make material changes
to their products.

• Center for Humane Technology
• Facebook
• Instagram
• Twitch
• TikTok
• World Health Organization

32% of teen girls
said that when they
felt bad about their
bodies, Instagram
made them feel worse.
— Finding from an internal
Facebook report

© 2022 Future Today Institute
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3RD YEAR ON THE LIST

Sports Tech

AxGen’s DNA test identifies genes it has linked to
sports injuries to create a personalized injury risk
profile.
Photo Credit: AxGen
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In a world where differences in performance
are measured in tiny increments, athletes and
teams are looking to technology to gain a competitive edge. The emergence
of new sensors and advances in artificial intelligence and machine learning seek to quantify every
aspect of sports. This
technology is shifting
into colleges and academy feeder programs as
players and teams compete to stand out.

Dutch startup SportsTalentVision created Jogo, a sensor-enabled insole used in
soccer cleats to capture metrics such as
speed, acceleration/deceleration, time
on ball, shot power, and right/left leg
asymmetries. Jogo is similar to the Adidas GMR insoles launched in 2020 and
the more recent Playermaker, which
was adopted by FIFA’s Innovation Programme. VERT, a wearable designed to
prevent knee injuries by tracking jumps
and training volume for volleyball
players, also prevents shoulder injuries
in swimmers by monitoring body roll
and stroke count. In the weight room,
Perch uses computer vision to provide
detailed feedback on form and load and
was adopted by the New Orleans Saints.
Strive integrates electromyography sensors integrated with clothing to assess
muscle performance, fatigue level, and
injury risk, helping teams proactively
adjust training. Controversially, startup
AxGen offers a DNA test that looks for
key genomic markers of specific injury
risk that can sideline a prospect.

Investment in sports tech is increasing,
and the technology is becoming more
mainstream. Berlin-based investment
firm leAD funds early-stage sports tech
startups with a portfolio valued at $135
million. Sports drink Gatorade entered
the market with the launch of its first
wearable Gx Sweat Patch, meant to
inform hydration strategies. As professional teams and leagues continue to
adopt technology, expect to see greater
investment in holistic performance
measurement platforms that incorporate biometric and genetic marker
data on top of increased granularity in
functional data. Sports performance
company Orreco already uses AI/ML
models to develop athlete profiles based
on clinical biomarkers and can combine them with game statistics. Athletic
performance is being broken down into
a science of data, and these models are
leading the way.

• Orreco
• Scarlet Health
• AxGen
• Playermaker
• Sharper Sense
• ShotTracker
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Kids Fitness and
Educational Games

NEX Active Arcade uses motion-tracking
games to get kids more active.
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Parents are looking for
ways to make screen
time healthier and more
productive for children,
and that means using
games to encourage more
physical activity and
movement along with
using gamification to
teach skills like coding.

Motion entertainment startup NEX
Team launched Active Arcade in September 2021, timed with the announcement of its $25 million Series B round.
The motion-tracking game is designed
to get kids and adults moving, and
requires only a camera-enabled device
such as a smartphone. Fitbit launched
an update to its Fitbit Ace tracker designed for kids. The device tracks activity and sleep but stays away from calorie
or weight tracking. Erase All Kittens and
Hopscotch are two platforms focused
on teaching kids coding through games.
Gaming platform Roblox introduced
a $10 million set of grants to support
projects that incorporate education into
games. The company aims to have 100
million students learning on Roblox by
2030.

Gaming is one way to encourage kids
into healthier activities and lifestyles.
Some in the industry have also increased their focus in making games
safer for kids. Epic Games announced
that its parent verification services
would be free for all developers to
incorporate. While this particular area
of games seeks to create healthier
kids, China is tightening controls on
all games for children, limiting play to
three hours on the weekends.

• NEX Team
• Roblox
• Erase All Kittens
• Hopscotch

Credit: NEX
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Protecting Little Gamers
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Connected toys and
games require data
to work properly, and
privacy experts are
concerned about how
children’s data are being
collected, used, and
safeguarded.

In the U.S., the Children’s Online
Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) makes
it illegal to collect data from children
under the age of 13 without first obtaining a parent’s consent, and in 2017
the Federal Trade Commission updated
COPPA guidelines to specifically include
toy manufacturers. For connected toys,
the terms of service are shown during
setup, but most people don’t read the
fine print. As a result, they are agreeing
to data sharing, whether they realize it
or not.

The privacy risks posed by connected
toys mirror those adults face whenever using phones, smart cameras and
speakers, and other connected devices.
But our tolerance for data exposure
shifts when children are involved. The
smart toy industry is growing rapidly—some estimate the market could be
worth more than $18 billion by 2023.
But privacy regulation is lagging behind
technological innovation.

• Federal Trade Commission
• Mozilla
• U.S. Public Interest Research Group

Parents and privacy advocates are increasingly concerned about the data being collected
when their children play with connected toys
and games.
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How these trends impact your company
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STRATEGY

INNOVATION

R&D

GROWTH

As we enter year three of the global
pandemic, executive teams must make
critical decisions about whether to champion a permanent hybrid workforce or to
recentralize operations. Strategy executives should find a balance between near
and long-term upskilling, operations, and
technology implementation. For those in
the retail sector, tectonic shifts are underway now that blur the lines between
digital and physical experiences. Beyond
offering digital versions of consumers’
favorite items, brands should build features and utility into their digital catalogs.
Uncertainty could breed inaction in many
companies—now is a good time to invest
in bold ideas and measured big bets.

The intersection of work, culture, and
play unlocks tremendous opportunities
for innovation teams. From new product development to experimentation in
distributed office structures to completely
reimagining their industries, creative risk
takers are in a position to shape the future of fashion, games, beauty, and toys.
Chief innovation officers should lean in to
all this disruption and champion thinking
across longer-term time horizons within
their organizations.

So much innovation is already happening
in cannabis and microdosing communities; if regulators lift federal restrictions
on the sale of certain substances, there
will be a flood of new opportunities to
develop consumer products. This year,
some R&D teams might develop moonshot ideas and innovation road maps
on paper, to prepare for a regulatory
change. Meanwhile, there will be heightened demand for immersive video games
and gaming options that span different
device types.

The work-from-anywhere trend has
unlocked business growth across many
sectors, from home office equipment and
lighting to high-speed broadband. What
are the next-order products and services
consumers might need, and how will
hybrid workforces evolve over the next
several years? Businesses should map
plausible scenarios in 2022 to discover
inflection points on the horizon.

© 2022 Future Today Institute
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Key Questions

We recommend using this report
to support your strategic foresight
activity in the coming year. Every
executive team should begin by
asking these questions:

1

3

 Is our company effectively tracking
disruptive forces impacting the
future of work, culture, and play?

 How should our organization
reimagine our physical and digital
workspaces?

 How does the growth of digital
fashion, NFTs and eSports inform
our business?

 Do our employees understand this
position?

 Some teams may first need to ask:
Do we even have a data hygiene or
data governance policy?

 If we sourced more data, could we
develop new insights about our
customers?

 Can we develop hybrid
entertainment and cultural
experiences that can flex and scale
along with technology?

 What knock-on effects can we
leverage for growth?

 Which trends require a deeper
understanding?
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TRENDS IN ACTION

Trends in Action

Benefits of Strategic Foresight

The Future Today Institute Supports Executive Leaders and Their Teams

33% Higher Profitability

The Future Today Institute works closely with executive leadership and management
teams to transform their strategic thinking on the future.

Companies using a dedicated strategic foresight process outperformed the average
by a 33% higher profitability.

200% Growth
Companies using a dedicated strategic foresight process outgrew their competitors by
200% in desired areas.

We leverage these and other trends and use applied foresight to develop deep (20+
years), long-range (10+ years) and near-term (2+ years) scenarios and strategic plans.
FTI’s advisory services include signal mapping, trend identification, scenario
development, risk modeling, visioning, and strategic planning.

25% Improvement
Companies say that strategic foresight improves business objectives and planning,
helps define new markets, and builds flexible mindsets among executives, even in
times of deep uncertainty.
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authors’ own and are not representative of the greater organizations in
which they have been employed. The
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products mentioned in this report are
not necessarily intended as endorsements by the Future Today Institute or
this report’s authors.
The Future Today Institute’s 2022 Tech
Trends Report relies on data, analysis, and modeling from a number
of sources, which includes sources
within public and private companies,
securities filings, patents, academic research, government agencies,
market research firms, conference
presentations and papers, and news
media stories. Additionally, this report
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FTI Trend Reports, and newsletters.
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upon the material in our 15th annual
Future Today Institute Tech Trends
Report. We are making it freely available to the public. This work is licensed
under a Creative Commons CC BYNC-ND 4.0 International License.

You are free to:

Under the following terms:

You are prohibited from:

Share

Attribution

Commercial Sharing

Copy and redistribute the material in
your organizations and classrooms.

You must give appropriate credit to
the Future Today Institute, provide a
link to this Creative Commons license,
and indicate if any changes were
made. You may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that
suggests that the Future Today Institute endorses you or your use.

Don’t copy and redistribute this material in any medium or format for
commercial purposes, including any
personal/corporate marketing and
client services.

NonCommercial
You may not, under any circumstance,
use the material for commercial purposes.
No Derivatives
If you remix, transform, or build upon
the material, you may not distribute
the modified material.
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